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Abstract— A Mobile location-based service (MLBS) is a
software application for a mobile device that requires
knowledge about where the mobile device is located. Mobile
location based services use the geographic location of a
personal handset such as a personal digital assistant (PDA),
smart phone or navigation device either to enhance existing
applications or to enable new applications. Because of location
sensitive system user can cheat about their current location
and access restricted resources which will be harmful in mobile
location based system. In today’s location based system has
number of limitation specifically related to preserve privacy
and security. Proposed system is related to reward point
allocation based on new check-in system. Where token acts as
virtual money. Where clients can gather location area based
tokens from token distributors, and after that reclaim their
accumulated tokens at token collectors for getting prizes.
Merchants wish to attract the customer so they provide
number of offer to the customer i.e. nothing but reward points
to the customer. To collect that extra reward points some
malicious user can lie about their location, this is location
cheating attack. To avoid this proposed system provides
privacy and security to the user, each mobile has pseudonyms
to protect source location privacy from each other, which are
periodically changeable with respect to specific condition and
from the untrusted location proof server. In new proposed
system mobile user can get identity and certificate from
Trusted Third Party..
Index Terms— Mobile Marketing, Token Distribution,
Location Based Service, Token Collection, Token Audition,
Token Redemption

place. Mobile location based can be used for many purpose
such location mapping, nearest user information, marketing
and advertisement etc.
In mobile location based marketing system main issue is
user privacy and user information security because of in this
system is related with user location sensitive information,
because of that if any user provide wrong information about
their location then malicious user can access restricted
resource as well as he can access private user information
also. MLBS is also known as check-in system.
In proposed system check-in system is used. By using this
system user can get reward point on their shopping. With
privacy preserve location updating [3] feature for security of
mobile user. In our system mobile user firstly gets certificate
which can be known as licenses for system access and after
that mobile user can participate in system process. Firstly
mobile user sends a token request to the Token Distributor.
Token Distributor then checks that mobile user is valid or not
if it is valid then mobile user allow to get token and Token
Distributor provides token to mobile user depends validation
of user certificate. At the same time token distributor store
mobile user information in the central controller for further
use such as token redemption i.e. reward point allocation.
Token redemption and reward point allocation is done by
token collector. Reward point allocation is how many time
users can visit to particular shop. For that purpose central
controller check history of that mobile user based on its PID
which generated by mobile user in Token Collector get it
from the request which is send by mobile user.

I. INTRODUCTION
Location Based Services is based on location related
information. When you want to know nearest location
information any restaurant or information of your one friend
which in nearest area where you stay then location based
service plays an important role [10], [13].
New emerging location based service is location based
mobile marketing. In mobile marketing system if user
location information then mobile commerce system can
provide users requirement related information in time.
Providing user engaging information is an important part in
mobile commerce. In MLBS user apply a query to find
nearest place of his requirement, then system provide
efficient service as user moves from one place to another
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II. RELATED WORK
Today’s world there is several mobile location based
services are available. In which some are based on
e-commerce, some are related to location based service, some
services are related to location based check-in system.
Many users can lie about their location i.e. bogus alibis by
cheating on their locations and malicious users to access a
restricted resource by knowing current location using
location sensitive service. Zhichao Zhu[3] explore A
Privacy- Preserving Location proof Updating System
(APPLAUS) in which the devices which are Bluetooth enable
can manually generate their location proofs and update in the
system server. This generated location proof is stored in user
centric server. One verifier is used to restrict and retrieve a
location proof from server. By using cellular base station user
can get remarkable user location information, but problem is
related to location history information which is not stored in
system. For example 2G/3G system [4]. Sun et al. [5] utilize
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signal patterns to higher position users. They think about the
multi-path signal patterns because the “fingerprints” of
mobile devices, and estimate their locations by examination
the received signals at a base station with those hold on in the
information. Wanying Luo & Urs Hengartner[6] According
to Wanying et. al, user's location is the tough factor to enable
the services. [7]Authors have designed the Veriplace: a
location proof architecture, which enables users to collect the
proof of being at proper location and enables the services to
validate these proofs. Veriplace keep the network safe form
the third party attacks and detects the cheating users who
collect proofs for the places where they are not actually
located. It also preserves the user privacy.
User privacy is also an important issue in location based
system, users’ privacy, together with their personal
information (e.g., identities and activities) and site data, can
be simply compromised. In the current system central server
is used to store the user information which may cause
problem when malicious user accesses the system.
k-anonymity cloaking schemes [8]–[9] propose to cover a
user’s real location by incorporating its neighbors’ location
data. However, they need a secure trustworthy user-central
server, would like the cooperation of a minimum of k
neighboring users, and should incur vital communication
overhead. Another approach is location obfuscation .By
adding noise to a user’s real location, adversary cannot infer
the user’s genuine location from the user’s reported location
information. Obviously, this method is at the cost of service
accuracy. Besides, although using pseudonyms can protect
users’ privacy in onetime MLBSs, the server can
continuously record users’ pseudonym-location information.
By piecing together all recorded historical location
information and particular side-information (e.g.,
working/living addresses) [12] the adversary might be able to
infer users’ identities.
A. Review Stage
Submit your manuscript electronically for review.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As shown in system, Mobile User (MU) request for security
certificate to the Trusted Third Party (TTP) server.
Identification allocation and certificate creation has been
done through the Trusted Third Party server. By using this
certificate mobile user can request for tokens for marketing
purpose to the Token Distributor (TD). Token Distributor
verifies that certificate and if it is valid then Token
Distributor allocate Token to the Mobile Users (MU). Using
this allocated token user can buy any material from store in
system. For this purposed Token Collector works, Token
Collector exchange tokens by allocating some goods to that
user. In this whole system , data collection and reward
allocation is main thing which is done by the central
controller , when user request for token – user data is store
into the central controller for further use also when token
collection is done then also token information and user
information is store into the Central Controller. Central
Controller counts how whether the user meet a store again

and again depends upon that reward allocation is done. In
mobile marketing system

Fig. 1 System Architecture
which is based on location sensitive information of users.
The Wi-Fi enabled system is required for this system. User
with Certificate can become a part of the system. For secure
transmission of the system shared symmetric key is generated
between mobile user and token distributor and token
collector.
IV. PRELIMINARIES
A. Shared Symmetric Key
Symmetric Key encryption same key is used for data
encryption and decryption. If no other party knows the key,
then confidentiality is provided. No other party can recover
the plaintext of the message. In this system for more security
purpose shared symmetric key with key-splitting mechanism
is used. For generating key k=N1 XOR N2 operation is used,
N1 and N2 are two random number. This shared symmetric
key is used in between MU and TD or TC. Actually shared
symmetric key is used for to secure communication mobile
user and token distributor as well as token allocator.
B. RSA Algorithm
For Identity initiation i.e. authority certificate generation
RSA algorithm is used. As well as authentication purpose
also RSA algorithm is used in our system. User firstly needs
to registered, then trusted third party allocate real identity
and certificate the user for further use. By using two random
prime number p and q generate Nt which is actually product
of p and q.
V. SET THEORY
INPUT: Mobile user details and store details.
Let the system S is represented as:
S= {U,SD,C,T}
U be the user data
U={Uid ,Uname ,Umail ,Umob}
SD be the Store Data
SD=(Sid , Sname , Sbrand)
C be the Certificate Details
C= (Cid ,Tcst ,Rprovg)
T be the Token information
T={Tid,TKcst}
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Mobile user register with system and for security reason
system provides the trusted certificate to each mobile user
and also provides token as money to each mobile user.
PROCESS: collect token from mobile user as per shopping
(token collector collects token) and provides rewards points
as per process to each mobile user (Token collector assigns
rewards points)
S = {Cgen , Cvalidate ,T assign , Rpt)
Cgen be the Certificate Generation.
F : { Rprov , Pprov , Tcst , Uid}  C gen
Cvalidate be the certificate Verification.
G : {Cid , U, Tcst, Pprov } Cvalidate
T assign be the Token Distribution
FoG : {Cid ,Tcst , Tid }  Tassign
Rpt be the reward points assignment.
K : {Uid , Tcst , Cid }  Rpt
In the market mobile user moves to each store and connect
their networks automatically, with verification of certificate
assigned to mobile user through trusted third party and as per
shopping redeem token and provides reward point to the user
depends policy assign by store.
OUTPUT: Retrieve relevant data from server related to
token and provide reward points.
Output = (Reward points data, Token collection data,
Certificate report)
Mobile user give up the token in shop at the time of shopping
then as per collected information and venders policy reward
point are allocate to mobile user and each time verify the
certificate and store the information in server
VI. SYSTEM MODULES
A. Certificate Creation and Allocation
To enter in the system, mobile user need to be having an
authorized certificate certi which is allocated by a trusted
third party server with a real identity Si . In this system for
certificate creation RSA algorithm is used. RSA algorithm
generates public key and private key for user, using this key
information Trusted Third Party server generate certificate.
For certificate creation, following algorithm is used.

Certificate generation algorithm that is been stated above
uses any two prime number pt and qt then we use public key
and private key of user for the generation of certificate. Here
gcd is nothing but greatest common divisor. Value of ei is
assumed such that it should be in between 1 and value if ø(n t)
where nt is nothing but product of assumed prime numbers.
B. Token Distribution
Mobile user those interested in token must visit to token
distributor. Mobile user generate request to Token
Distributor with it random PID. The real identity of mobile
user must hide from process of token distribution as a
measure for security of the user. On each request from Mobile
User the system generates random PID. Token Distribution
Process follows two phases: In the first phase authentication
of Mobile user is done, the purpose of authentication is to
restrict malicious user and to defend against MU’s
misbehavior. In this process Token Distributor verifies the
mobile user i.e. its validation without checking its real ID.
Mobile user send a request to TD distributor with its
certificate. cert i ,
ReqD=kpub TD =(certi ||pidi ||Ni )
where Ni is used of symmetric key generation. After
request is received TD get an certi , Ni , pidi of user through
decryption user request by using its OWN private key kpri TD ..
After receiving this whole information TD generate another
random number Nd . TD generates shared session key using
XOR operation of Ni and Nd . When session key generate TD
distributor send Nd i.e. random key which is generated by
TD. So by using this method data interchange between
mobile user and token distributor is secure. In second phase,
location based token distribution is involved. After certificate
verification based on location and time window mobile user
can get tokens. For this purpose first it checks the cert i , then
if is in certain time limit of the system then token distributor
allocates token or generate new token using certi , pidi , Ni ,
value of that token i.e. v.
C. Token Collection And Reward Point Allocation.
When any mobile user want to do shopping in system
and if he/she has a location based tokens which are get form
TTP then each mobile user meets particular token collector
in the system. Here firstly conversation is happen in between
mobile user and token collector. Token collector firstly
checks that mobile user which wants to be a part of system is
valid or not through certificate which is allocated to it. In
token collection process is done through following process.
In first process mobile user authentication at Token collector,
this phase is somewhat similar to the process at TD
authentication. In mobile marketing mobile user first send a
request to the Token collector.
ReqD=kpub TC(certi || pidi || N’i )
Here, Ni is random key generated for shared session key
generation. pid obtained from token actually hides the real
identity of user . This pid is pseudonym which are generated
in particular manner. After that token audition process is
done. In this process firstly token validation is checked
whether the submitted token are valid or not i.e. it may be
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submitted by other entities which are not the valid user.
Secondly Token collector checks whether the submitted
tokens are undamaged and not been tempered since they are
generated. Token collector send query for Central Controller
MU’s audition information pid and shared symmetric key i.e.
KTC,CC(pid). Then Central Controller performs duplicate
redemption checking and sends back audition information to
the TC. Last process is the Reward Point Allocation, which is
depends upon the visiting count by any Mobile User to a
particular store. In mobile marketing system if MU visits for
particular store again and again then that store gives the
reward points to that mobile user.
VII. RESULT ANALYSIS
Result of the system in case of mobile is mostly concern
with their computational time and computational cost and
energy consumption in token distribution process.

IX. FUTURE SCOPE
Future work can involve in making check-in system for
large communication area, with cloud technology or with any
distributed computing technology.
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